Post-transition Education Work group Meeting Notes, April 25, 2016

PTEWG Members present during April 25, 2016 meeting included Tia Radant, Brad Wright, Marion Larson, Joanne Ewen, Steve Hagstrom, Bill Brandt, Ron Lawler, Heather Grinsteiner, Cathy Anderson, Erin Glover, Susie Olson, Pat Lee, Eric Weller, Brett Rima, Holly Hammann-Jacobs, Mary Zappetillo, Lisa Consie.

1. Agenda reviewed – motion Larson, Wright second, MCU
2. Workgroup reviewed why we are at where we are at:
   a. January Board Meeting, recommendations were reviewed, survey went out and representation at conferences.
   b. February – Board approved all recommendations accept #4
   c. NREMT has switched MN to NCCP
   d. March, the Board questioned who was teaching what. Thankful for the work of the workgroup. Concern of the Board is why can the MD approve for Paramedics and not EMT’s?
   e. Next Board meeting is in May, so we hope to have a recommendation to the Board after today.
      i. Reviewed North Dakota and Louisiana education information
      ii. Discussion about Ohio and Colorado are doing – Bill Brandt
3. Thought that all instructors be aligned with an Education Program
4. The group by general consensus, wants a stream-line process for both BLS and ALS personnel
5. Statute 144E.001 Subd 14b was reviewed – agreed this is satisfactory
6. Statute 144E.283
   a. NASEMSE – holds the DOT course now and you must contract with them to teach the course.
7. It was determined there is a need for training officer training and a checklist as to what is required of them.
8. Possible need for June expire date to align and allow for National Registry lapse process.
9. Wright proposes – Louisiana Instructor Qualifications (see attached)
   a. Currently possess MN Certification
      i. Scratch #4
      ii. Keep #2,3,5, 6
      iii. Define verifiable experience
   b. Motion – Radant
      i. 144E.283 be left as proposed by the Leg. Comm. - seconded by Pat Lee
      ii. Discussion – the Louisiana Document then comes into play under the “as approved by the Board”. This also deals with Primary Instructors only.
      iii. MCU – abstain Wright
   c. Recommendations – to “or equivalent as approved by the Board” in 144e.283
      i. Licensure –
         a) Current NREMT certification at or above the level teaching
         b) Current Minnesota certification at or above the level teaching
      ii. Education an Experience –
         a) Associate’s Degree AND 4 years of verifiable experience at or above OR
b) 5 years of verifiable experience at or above

iii. Adult Education –
   a) Complete the NAEMSE EMS Instructor (Level 1) Course  OR
   b) Complete the DOT NHTSA EMS Instructor Course  OR
   c) Fire Instructor 1 Certification  OR
   d) Possess a Bachelor’s Degree in Education  OR
   e) Possess a Master’s Degree or higher in any field of study
   f) Successful completion of the MNSCU credentialing process

d. Motion by Wright – seconded by Lawler
   i. MCU

10. Discussion about conferences to have an adhoc workgroup to approve CME’s

11. Education Programs 144E.285, Statute review
   a. Applications approved by the Board should include the programs MUST upload their documentation and policies.
   b. Under Subd 1b4 add the word initial before

12. Workgroup Recommendation
   a. Motion by Lawler – second by Ewen - MCU
      i. Forward recommendation to the Board to add under re-approval
      ii. 3) and be subject to a site visit.

13. Review of 144E.285 Initial or Both and strike Subd 1a, Lisa will rework language

14. Motion – Radant, Second – Hagstrom - MCU
   a. Strike to remove 144E.285 Subd 1 b (5) and Subd 1a (5)

Lawler – Motion, Susie – Second, Oppose Larson – all other approve.

Board Recommendation: All NCCR components taught in Minnesota are administered by Minnesota Approved Education Programs.

Questions to be answered that may arise:

Create FAQ for MD’s
Can I still teach my topics of choice?
What would I have to do to teach an NCCR component?
What does administer mean?
What can an approved education program teach?
How do conference cover NCCR topics?
**Lisa to develop answers to these questions

Need also need a recommendation for MDSAC whether or not to require as statute currently does CPR/ACLS.

Meeting completed at 1600.